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Leach

The photo shows my On30 model of No 503, a boxcar on the Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington Railway
(a Maine 2-foot railroad.) This car was built to transport potatoes grown in the rural Sheepscot River Valley in the early 1900s. The WW&F had several Potato Warehouses built up and down the line to store the
local crop until needed. This photo shows No 503 in front of one of those warehouses in Albion, Maine.
The car was part of the 500-series boxcars rebuilt from the 28-ft flatcars originally built for predecessor
Wiscasset & Quebec. Note the recessed nut & washer for the truss rods on the ends. The car was built
around the old flatcar, adding about 6 inches in width and length.
Note the stove pipe sticking out of the roof on the far end. A small stove was installed inside to prevent the
potatoes from freezing during those long, cold Maine winters.
Other details are typical of the WW&F cars. The car was equipped with brakes on one truck. Eames vacuum brakes were used on most 2-Footers, but most had manual brakes. No 503 had the hook up for the train
line (see the connection on the end), but there is no evidence of the vacuum brakes on any 500-series cars.
Finally, the tin roof was typical of most Maine 2-Foot boxcars and passenger cars. Sheets of tin covered
with “red lead”. The tin sheets were folded over the wood edge, as seen in the photo.
No 503 was scrapped sometime after the mid-1920s. Other 500-series cars made it to the railroad’s abandonment in the early 1930s.
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Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad Part 11
For a change of pace in our operations series, I
thought we would take a look at railroad operations
back in the 1950s. On my recent trip to Arlington for
the Lone Star Meeting, I decided to follow the route
of the old Houston & Texas Central Railroad from
Houston to Dallas. By the 1950s, the H&TC operated as the Texas & New Orleans Railroad Dallas and
Austin Divisions, with the line segment between
Houston and Dallas designated as the Hearne, Ennis
and Denison Subdivisions. Along this route operated
the most colorful of Texas passenger trains, “The
Sunbeam” and her morning counterpart “The Hustler”. It is the schedule of “The Hustler”, Train 15,
that I chose to follow on my trip, using T&NO Timetable 52 effective June 29, 1952.
Leaving Southern Pacific Houston Grand Central Station at 8:00 AM, Train 15 made her way through the
maze of industries leading to Eureka Junction, some
4.5 miles west of downtown Houston. Along the
double track main were such industries as Kraft
Foods, Schotts Bakery, Henke & Pillot, Mosher
Steel, Kuhn Paint, The Speas Company, and Wyatt
Metal & Boiler Works. Rolling through Eureka
Junction with Tower 13 guarding the crossing of the
MKT, the seven car consist with streamlined Class P14 4-6-2 locomotive #650 begins to pick up speed as
we head into the countryside and the rural communities of Fairbanks, Cypress, Hockley, Waller and Prairie View (all flag stops) and the first scheduled station stop at 8:58 AM at Hempstead. In the siding at
Hempstead is Second Class Freight #344, with freshly shopped Class MK-5 2-8-2 #786 on the point, on
the last leg of its Houston run.
After a brief stop at Hempstead, #15 departs for our
next scheduled stop at Navasota, some 20 miles
away, on a stretch of tangent track where we hit our
maximum authorized speed of 75 mph. We arrive in
Navasota on schedule at 9:20 AM. Waiting there are
a Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe way freight and an International-Great Northern manifest freight. Also in
town is T&NO Local #56, on its way from Hearne to
Houston. The local has lots of switching at Navasota,
including interchange traffic for the GC&SF and the I
-GN. After a stop of only a couple of minutes, #15 is
headed for the next scheduled stop at College Station.
Arriving at College Station on time at 9:53 AM, we
drop off several passengers, most likely visitors to
nearby Texas A&M. A few minutes later, we arrive
at Bryan at 10:03 AM and pick up several Dallas
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By Al Partlow

bound passengers there. The approximately 20 miles
to Hearne is again covered at “track speed” and we
roll into Hearne on time at 10:28 AM.
Hearne is a busy place that morning, with #3-263
(third section of Train #263) at the icing dock with a
train of PFE reefers bound for eastern markets. The
reefers will go to the Cotton Belt at Corsicana where
the St. Louis Southwestern will move this perishable
traffic to East St. Louis connections. We have also
caught up with Houston to Denison manifest freight
#257 which had left Houston earlier that morning.
The power is 2-10-2 #982 on a train of 60 plus cars
that day. Meanwhile, the local switch crew is busy
classifying cars and making up next day local
freights.
Heading out of Hearne, we spot an I-GN manifest
freight waiting for us to clear the crossing so it can
“highball” Hearne for Houston. We are now on the
Ennis Subdivision where our first stop will be at Calvert. We make the 10 mile run and arrive in Calvert
at 10:39 AM. After a brief stop to detrain passengers,
we are again rolling towards Bremond for a water
stop and meet with Eastbound counterpart and
“superior by direction” Train #16, the Dallas to Houston “Hustler”.
Arriving at 11:00 AM, we take the siding at the first
crossover east of the station building and pull up to
the water column and meet Train #16 which is
“holding the main” for its station stop. On this day,
Alco PA diesels #210 and #211 provide the power on
#16. It does not take long to fill the tank and we roll
through the spring switch at the end of the siding and
back on the main. We pass through “flag stops” at
Kosse and Thornton, and soon arrive at the next
scheduled stop, Groesbeck, at 11:35 AM. In “the
hole” there we find Extra 700 East with a GS-1 Class
4-8-4 on the point. These locomotives are no longer
needed full time in passenger service and are running
out miles on manifest freights as needed.
Next up is Mexia and we are on time for an 11:50
AM station stop. Nine minutes later we arrive in
Wortham for a brief stop and where we receive a
“slow order” for the next few miles between
Wortham and Currie. We will be able to make up
any lost time over the long stretch of tangent track
into Corsicana. It was on this track segment that
T&NO passenger trains sometimes operated at speeds
up to 100 mph.
(Continued on page 3)
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Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad Part 11
Corsicana is bustling with activity as we roll up to a
12:28 PM station stop. Waiting for us there is #2-342
(second section of Train #342) which has originated
in Dallas with “hot cars” for West Coast destinations
and cars just picked up from the Cotton Belt at Corsicana. This train is known as the “Blue Streak Merchandise” (BSM) and after a crew change in Hearne,
will speed down the DALSA (Dallas to San Antonio
cutoff through Flatonia) to San Antonio before heading to the West Coast. Busy switching local Corsicana industries is Ennis to Hearne Local #54.

By Al Partlow

along with your train on your model railroad and actually throwing switches by hand will make for a
more prototypical feel in your operating sessions.
Hope you have enjoyed this little trip over the old
Houston & Texas Central and, if you are a fifties era
modeler, you can apply some of the operational aspects of the trip to your model railroad.

Passing through the small towns of Carl, Rice and
Alma we arrive on time at Ennis at 12:55 PM. At
Ennis there is a crew change and personnel from the
“short pool” based in Ennis will take the train to Dallas. As we roll out of Ennis we pass the large freight
yard and roundhouse just north of town. In the yard
we spot Extra 305 East with an A-B-A set of EMD F3 diesels on the head end ready to depart for Houston.
In just a few years, these and other diesel locomotives
will replace steam on the T&NO Dallas Division.
For the remainder of the trip we will operate over the
Denison Subdivision with no scheduled stops for the
rest of the run. Palmer, Ferris, Wilmer and Hutchins
are “flag stops”, but we do not make any of these
stops today. The overnight “Owl” will pick up mail
and express at all of these towns later tonight as
scheduled stops.

Sunbeam, Train #13 at Houston Eureka Junction.
Photo by Emery Gulash

Rolling through the countryside at “track speed” we
are on the last leg of the run into Dallas Union Terminal. As we pass Miller Yard at 1:36 PM we begin to
slow for Belt Junction (Tower 118) and finally Tower
19 as we cross the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, shortly
before arriving in Dallas on time at 1:50 PM, five
hours and fifty minutes after leaving the Bayou City.
So what can we learn from this simulated trip over
the T&NO between Houston and Dallas. First, passenger trains of this era operated “on schedule” and
typically “held the main” when meeting freight trains.
Second, freight trains were shorter and more frequent, many of which operated in “multiple sections”
or as “extras”. Local or way freights were utilized to
switch industries along the railroad. Third, steam
motive power was still utilized in the early to mid1950s, although to a more limited extent. Fourth,
railroads in this era operated in a “hand thrown”
mode, in other words there were not a lot of “power
switches” along the way. This means that walking
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Hustler, Train #16 near Houston.
Photo by Emery Gulash
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Hawk vs. Pig

(Part 4 of 4)

By David N. Currey

Hawk vs. Pig
A Short Story About Railroading
In an Alternate Universe
by David N. Currey
In the previous three parts of Hawk vs. Pig, the daily westbound race between Bull Harding's Night Hawk and
Jack Staub's “Pig Train” was being hotly contested. At Utopia, the Hawk had gotten its terminal work done in
good fashion, and was ready to depart. It's meet with the Purple Sage had also gone off without a hitch. However, as the Hawk left town, the “Pig Train” showed up on its tail, seemingly poised to take the lead on The
Cutoff. However, the Utopia trainmaster had saved the day with an unscheduled pickup for the piggyback
train. Or had he? Would the signal problems up ahead west of Montell cause further problems? What else portended as the day transitioned into night?
Main Cast of Named Characters in Order of Appearance or Reference:
Fred “Bull” Harding – Engineer on the Night Hawk
Jeff Greene – Extraboard conductor on the Night Hawk
Alberto “Al” Suarez – Fireman on the Night Hawk
Jack Staub – Engineer on the “Pig Train”
Ben Caverly – Medina Division Dispatcher
Jim Hawkins – Brakeman on the Night Hawk
Hank Hamilton – Engineer on the Purple Sage
Otto Schoenfeld – Stationmaster at Utopia
Ezekiel “Zeke” or “Easy” Jefferson – Dining car waiter on the Night Hawk
Joseph “Joe” Bordelon – Pullman porter on the Night Hawk

Bull turned on his overhead light and glanced at his pocket watch as he braked the train for the
stop at Reagan Wells. The slow orders had been minimal this trip, so it had been easy to maintain the times at each station. The station stop here was leisurely, as they arrived ahead of
schedule. Four people got off the train, and three people got on. Hardly seemed worth burning all that extra fuel on all the curves and grades on the Old Main just to serve this small community.
While they were making their stop, a distant whistle sounded, echoing so much off the hills
that they couldn't tell where it was coming from. Al and Bull looked at each other with a bit of
surprise. Was that their imaginations? Finally, the distinct sound of a steam engine echoed in
the valley. “That's a Big Mike,” shouted Al to Bull. “I'd know the sound of a Big Mike anywhere.”
“Sounds like it,” answered Bull, “and he's got it in the company notch.”
And then suddenly, a freight extra was flying by 80 feet overhead, doing 50 mph if it was
standing still, which was darn fast for a Big Mike. They couldn't really see much of it, maybe
the top part of the cab, because they were almost under the bridge while stopped at the Old
Main station, but they could see the smoke billowing out behind it and carried away by the
wind. It looked like a hand was stuck out the fireman's cab window making a waving gesture,
and they heard a short “toot toot” by the steamer. Bull answered with a similar signal.
The Derail — August 2016
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Hawk vs. Pig

(Cont.)

By David N. Currey

“They must be runnin' one of the Medinas on the Medina Division mainline to either break it
in or test it,” said Bull.
“Yeah,” said Al. “I heard they were trying to improve the class, including increasing the
speed, but I always kind of liked the idiosyncrasies of those things. They were a real challenge to fire.”
[The T&L had established a steam district on their railroad on the Colorado Division between Austin and Utopia. The remaining steam locomotives had been sent there, and
the company was, among other things, modifying one of the Big Mikes to see if it could
be made to steam better. Usually you could see one or two various steamers at the
roundhouse in Utopia, but they must have all been in the roundhouse or on the line to
Austin when the Hawk went by today.
The T&L, even in 1955, was not totally certain that steam was dead, so they were keeping their hands in the technology just in case. However, by 1958, they finally were convinced of steam's fate, and eventually, the number of operable steam engines declined to
just one each of the five types still left on the railroad when they established the district:
an 0-6-0 switcher, a 2-8-0 Consolidation, a 2-8-2 Mikado, a 2-10-2 Big Mike, and a 4-64 Hudson. Hudsons were usually called “Medinas” on the T&L. A variety of others
were kept in a dead line for parts. But today in 1955, though, except for the RDCs on
the local train called the “New Rickety Cricket”, all Colorado Division trains normally
sported steam power, even the Night Hawk passenger connection.]
After a twelve minute stop, Jeff gave Bull the highball, and he notched back on the throttle as
the train sped upgrade towards Montell, where the Old Main and the Cutoff merged back together. He had the Hawk tooling along at the Old Main's maximum passenger speed limit of
59 mph. Soon they were heading around the last curve before the start of the grade up to Montell. The yellow distant signal loomed ahead.
[Yellow was normal. In fact, that was the only indication that this particular distant signal could give. It could never be red, for being a distant signal, it had no bearing on the
occupancy of the track between the distant signal and the block signal at the junction. It
could never be green, for the switch and crossover ahead had a speed restriction.
Montell had a two mile long passing siding, with a midpoint crossover governed by
block signals. The crossover enabled passenger trains to get over to the mainline and
the passenger station. The distant signal warned of one of three situations at Montell
Crossover, but didn't indicate which: The block signal at the junction was red, meaning
the train should be prepared to stop. The block signal was high yellow, indicating the
train would be entering the pass through the restricted speed turnout, and staying on the
pass down to the west end of Montell. The block signal at the junction was low yellow,
indicating the train would be going through the crossover (also restrictive speed) to the
mainline, which was the track the station was on.]
Bull passed the distant signal and got some air, prepared to stop at the junction signal, but fully
expecting the signal to be high yellow to route them down the pass to the west end. However,
when they got around the curve at the junction enough to see the block signal, it was red.
The Derail — August 2016
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Hawk vs. Pig

(Cont.)

By David N. Currey

“What the?” questioned Bull to no one in particular. “We're way ahead of that blasted Pig
Train.” The Reagan Wells agent had said there were no passengers to pick up at Montell, a
flagstop, and the Hawk had none to drop off, so he fully expected the signal to be high yellow.
He got a little bit more air, but before he could contemplate any further, the signal cleared to
high yellow, and he kicked off his brakes.
“Lookin' you over both sides, Montell, #7” crackled the radio.
“'Preciate it,” replied Bull. The eastbound Rock 'N Roll was on the main west of the crossover, with two members of the headend crew on the ground to look over the Night Hawk. From
the look of things, they'd been there a while, with all their work at Balcones Rock completed,
so evidently they weren't responsible for the red signal at the junction. Bull looked at Al and
said, “Guess the dispatcher just wanted to insure we didn't leave Montell early. Now ole Ben
should know we wouldn't do that. It's one thing to speed a little to make up lost time, but runnin' ahead of schedule is just beggin' for disaster, even on CTC.”
Al nodded agreement. He, like practically all railroaders, treated the timetable schedule like it
was the Bible.
The Hawk eased onto the pass at 20 mph and proceeded on down to the west end. The west
signal was green as expected. The radio crackled with a message from #236. “Highball both
sides, Nighty Night Hawk.”
The rock train's engineer was being cute, but Bull responded jovially anyway, “Thanks a
bunch, #236. We left the lights on in Reagan Wells for you.” With that interaction done, Bull
eased the Hawk out onto the main, and then notched it up to track speed.
As the Night Hawk sped westward towards Dead Pine, Bull seemed to relax a bit and became
almost jovial. He was sure now they would reach the sanctuary of Brackettville well before
the Pig Train could catch them. In the dim light of early evening, they arrived at the town of
Dead Pine.
[In the square across from the depot was the town's namesake: a tall dead pine tree.
Every five years, or whenever the old one got too rotten, the local citizenry would scour
the neighboring countryside for the tallest dead pine tree they could find, and erect it in
the town square amid a great ceremony and festival.]
Dead Pine was the Hawk's last bit of work for the crew. Brakeman Jim was hot on the money,
and they had the diner locked down on the house track in no time. Relatively few passengers
boarded and got off, but the Hawk had arrived early again and Bull and Al had time to twiddle
their thumbs. Soon enough, though, Conductor Greene was giving the high sign to Al on the
fireman's side. Bull eased out on the throttle, and quickly had the train back up to speed.
Once out of Dead Pine, the last of the hills faded into the distance, and the Night Hawk hit 80
mph for the first time this trip.
Suddenly the radio crackled. “Dispatcher to 101.” There was a pause as the other train answered, but nothing could be heard because he was too far away. Finally the dispatcher came
back on. It was Ben Caverly's unmistakable central Texas twang, that always sounded like he
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had a piece of muffin stuck in his cheek. “101: I'm gonna have to hold y'all at Montell for
two eastbounds. The second one isn't off the SP yet.” Jack's reply could only be imagined, but
it was certainly imaginably fun to do so.
[The T&L had trackage rights on the SP further west to get over the Pecos River. Originally, the A&W had planned its own bridge and rail route across the Pecos, but ran out
of construction money, and settled for a connection with the SP at Amanda east of Del
Rio. On acquiring the A&W, the T&L decided that trackage rights over the SP's bridge
was the way to go as it built westward to El Paso.]
Bull and Al turned and smiled at each other. Al got up, gave Bull the OK sign, and disappeared out the rear door. He was soon back. Handing a foil wrapped oblong shape out to Bull,
he asked, “Care for one? I've been warmin' these up in the engine compartment.”
“Sure,” responded Bull. He wasn't worried about ruining his appetite for beans. Hell, he
might even buy Jack's dinner tonight. Bull took the object and pealed back the foil, saying,
“What in blazes is this thing?”
Responded Al, “It's called a 'fajita.'” It's barbecued skirt steak in a flour tortilla. Smoked it
myself with my own secret ingredients.”
“Mighty tasty,” commented Bull. “Never have seen these before anywhere. I wonder if they'll
ever catch on.”
Bull got up and motioned to his throne. “Have a seat over there, Al.”
Al looked puzzled—almost alarmed. “Wh-what?” he stammered, surprised. Shocked would
be a better description.
“Run 'er on into Brackettville for me, so I can give my full attention to this here fa-HEET-er.”
Flabbergasted, Al stumbled into the proffered seat. Bull was never known to let any fireman at
the throttle of his engine! This was indeed a rarity. Al grabbed the throttle, blew the horn at a
grade crossing, and smiled across at Bull. “Thanks,” he said.
“Don't mention it,” said Bull, waving Al off with his hand. “The best fireman on the railroad
deserves to run once in a while.”
And with that, Al took the Night Hawk on towards Brackettville. Of course, Bull would be at
the throttle when they arrived at the depot, just in case there were any hats around, who would
probably dredge up some kind of objection to a fireman running the engine, though it was certainly allowed as long as it was under the direct supervision of an engineer.
Yep. Things were fine now. There would be no Jack Staub bursting into the beanery tonight
complaining about being stabbed by a passenger train. Yep. Everything was just fine with
Texas and Louisiana's—Engineer Bull Harding's—God's Night Hawk. Just fine.
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"T&L GP18 #264 Eastbound at the East End of Dead Pine“
Author’s Note about his photo manipulation: This photo manipulation combines a 1981 photo taken at the south end of Angleton (where I was head brakeman) with a 2006 photo taken along Texas 55 south of Camp Wood, which is approximately the western boundary of The Hill Country. Besides combining the two photos, I also removed a vehicle and person from the photo. The
photomanip represents the fictional town of Dead Pine, which is near Dead Pine Hollow further
southwest of Camp Wood. Presumably, the town of Dead Pine is at the west end of Dead Pine
siding. That really is a GP18 this time, which I colorized into the T&L's paint scheme. It's followed by a GP7 with torpedo tubes. In 2006, at the end of a three-day excursion around The Hill
Country, I pulled off to the side of FM 334, about 5 miles west of Texas 55, and was enjoying the
cool evening air at dusk. The quiet was astounding, but the solitude was broken suddenly by a
loud animal cry not 25 yards behind me that sounded like one of those small dinosaurs in Jurassic
Park. What the hell was that? Nothing materialized, but a Border Patrol officer joined me a few
minutes later. We had a nice chat, and he said that FM 334 was one of the main arteries for illicit
drugs entering the country. It soon became obvious that he was not going to leave until I did, so I
soon got in my car and headed back to Houston.
(This is the final installment of Hawk vs. Pig.)
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San Jac July Minutes
Meeting minutes July 5, 2016
President Rex Ritz called the meeting to order at 7:00PM
and welcomed all.
Vice President Chuck Lind introduced this month’s program “Dirt Track Railroad” by Tom Palmer.
I am sorry I missed the first 15 minutes and can’t report on
that.
Tom discussed the history of the Texas Western Railroad,
built in 1877.
The MKT later built a line from Sealy to Houston which
lead to the abandonment of the Texas Western by 1900.
The Texas Western roster consisted of 2 locomotives, 15
freight cars, and 1 passenger car. It used 25 to 30 pound
rail and was lightly graded. It had a single turntable at
Sealy, 9 stations (from Sealy to Houston), and about 53
miles of track.
Tom presented vintage maps as well as Sanborn Maps that
aided him in his research on the railroad. There is a very
limited amount of documentation and photos on the Texas
Western, and Tom has located most all that exists. Much
of the old right away has long disappeared beneath modern development projects.
The minutes from last month were approved as published.
Treasurer's report, Gilbert Freitag:
Balance: $14,743.78 as reported from Dick Louvet before
the meeting.
Greater Houston Train Show, Feb 2017:
Bob Barnett stated that a deposit of about $5,000.00 needs
to be made soon.
LSR:
Robert Ashcraft gave a power point presentation on the
2017 LSR convention. It will be sponsored by San Jac and
Division 8. It will be held June 7-11, 2017. Hotel room
rates will be $99.00. Area attractions and planned activities were presented.
Division 8:
Ray Byer reported the next clinic will be this coming Saturday at 10 AM at Bayland Center. It will be on DCC decoder installations, so bring an engine and a decoder and

By Dick Louvet

you will work with the experts on getting it installed that
day.
The Galveston Railroad Museum is going to have a follow
-up sale weekend on 7/29 and 7/30 from 9AM to 4PM.
There is a lot of equipment and structures remaining for
sale, including the massive steel mill complex. All are
welcome to come purchase items.
Derail:
Bob Sabol is wanting to start a series of articles on rolling
stock. Members are encouraged to submit articles of any
length on interesting pieces of rolling stock.
A thank you was made to David Currey and Al Partlow
for their regular submission of feature articles.
Website:
Brian Jansky: The website will be sporting a new look
starting about mid July.
The new url is www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Yahoo Group: http://groups.yahoo.com/groups/SJMRRC
Denny McGonigle reported shirt and cap orders are being
placed as “batches” are submitted. The first batch has been
delivered and they look good. Contact Denny to order
yours. He will be accepting orders for the new few
months.
The club has purchased 12 club hats to use as “thank-you”
gifts to new members and presenters.
Club officer elections will be taking place in September.
Nominating committee members Robert Ashcraft and Jim
Lemmond will be asking members to be on the ballot.
Please contact them to get on the ballot.
Virginia Freitag announced Pricilla, wife of John
Lowrance of San Antonio, has had a heart attack and
stroke and is scheduled for bypass surgery. Please keep
her in your prayers.
Refreshments were thanks to Greg Slutz and Virginia
Freitag.
Meeting adjourned at 8:40 PM
-Respectfully submitted, as a stand-in this month,
Gilbert Freitag.

November Meeting Moved Back a Week
The Bayland Center will be an early voting location for the November elections. Because of the expected
crowds, all other uses of the center have been canceled. We have moved the San Jac meeting from November
1 to November 8.
The Derail — August 2016
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com
Vice-President: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Denny McGonigle
denny_mc@hotmail.com
Director at Large: Gilbert Freitag
gilbertfreitag@att.net
Past President: (vacant)

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeaow.com
Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, AUGUST 2
“Easy Backdrop Painting”
Pete will demonstrate how he has learned to paint backdrops quickly and easily with great results.
by

Pete Leach
Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Cynthia Vandendriessche (cookies)

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Video Corner

The Nickel Plate Story—1953
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrT67vJN7O4
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